
 

In this issue of Engagis Connect we showcase a range of different
interactive solutions in physical spaces and the organisations that
are putting them into action.

While the solutions are quite diverse, ultimately, it’s all about creating
engaging and personalised experiences for customers, staff or
visitors, in physical spaces.

 

 

ANZ manages first impressions - efficiently - at its
new office in Docklands

Arriving at reception for a business meeting

can be a bit clunky. The host may not have

notified reception of your arrival, then there is

the hassle of providing all your details, which

shouldn’t be necessary.

And behind the scenes, the communication

from meeting host to reception may be

manual, email based or require information to

be entered from one system to another.

So generally, there is a huge risk of making a

bad impression - plus the check in process is

inefficient and costly.

Engagis recently implemented a visitor

management solution for ANZ Bank. Click

here to learn more.
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Myer introduces an interactive application to help
customers buy cookware and knives

Displaying your products in a retail space is

only one part of the story. How do you create

interest, and provide all the information the

customer needs to make a purchase? At

Engagis, we typically see two pathways:

On one hand, customers can see the products
they want to buy, but need more information
such as usage advice or specifications, and on
other hand, the customer may start with a well
defined need, but don’t know the best product
to fulfil it.

Zwilling, a german manufacturer of knives and
cookware, turned to Engagis to help drive
engagement and sales in their ‘mini-store’
within Myer.

To find out more about the solution, click
here.

Event Cinemas introduces Event Junior featuring
Beam from Engagis

Children are a critical part of so many

purchase processes, even if they are not the

end consumer.

Event Cinemas realised that they had to

create a destination that was appealing for

young children, not just to increase attendance

at movies targeted at this audience. If they

could make them happy and get them

engaged, they could drive attendance at

movies targeted at their older siblings and

parents.

Whether you are running a club, school,

cinema, daycare, quick service restaurant or

have a waiting room, keeping young children

amused will keep families coming back more

often.

Event Cinemas included Beam, a projection-

based game system, in their new Event Junior

cinema at Macquarie Centre.

On this page you can read more about Beam

and see a short news story on Channel 7’s

Sunrise that showcases the launch Event

Junior.

Choose the right touchscreen for your application

Sometimes businesses use consumer grade

tablets but soon discover that they are not

designed for continuously running, business

critical applications. Battery swell, damage to

the tablet and fire risk are just a few of the

downsides.
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We’re all quite familiar with interactive

applications on touch screens: visitor check in,

wayfinding, queuing apps, surveys and so on.

A blog from our technical lead provides advice

on when you should use consumer v

commercial touchscreens and how you can

maximise your ROI.

 

 

We're Keen to Hear From You

We'd love to hear from you, so please contact us if you have any questions,

feedback on Engagis Connect, or any suggestions for topics you would like us to

cover or any projects you would like us to help you with.
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